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ABSTRACT 
 

My thesis seeks to broaden the framework of conversation surrounding Berenice 

Abbott’s Changing New York.  Much scholarship regarding Changing New York has 

focused on the individual photographs, examined and analyzed as independent of the 

meticulously arranged whole.  My thesis considers the complete photo book, and how the 

curated pages work together to create a sort of guide of the city.   

Also, it has been continually noted that Abbott was a member of many artistic 

circles in New York City in the early 1930s, but little has been written analyzing how 

these relationships affected her artistic eye.  Building on the scholarship of art historian 

Terri Weissman, my thesis contextualizes Abbott’s working environment to demonstrate 

how Abbott’s particular adherence to documentary photography allowed her to transcribe 

the urban metamorphosis.  Turning to the scholarship of Peter Barr, I expand on his ideas 

regarding Abbott’s artistic relationship to the architectural and urban planning theories of 

Lewis Mumford and Henry-Russell Hitchcock.  Abbott appropriated both Mumford and 

Hitchcock’s theories on the linear trajectory of architecture, selecting and composing her 

imagery to fashion for the viewer a decipherable sense of the built city. 

Within my thesis I sought to link contemporary ideas of the after-image proposed 

by Juan Ramon Resina to Abbott’s chronicling project.  By using this framework I hope 

to show how Abbott’s photographs are still relevant to understanding the ever-changing 

New York City.   
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Berenice Abbott does not wish to be called artistic.  She hates everything 
that is soft, sentimental, tricky or devious.  Her photographs are not 
dressed up with trailing clouds nor dramatized with superficial tricks or 
angle shots, soft lighting or over-simplification.  This is “straight 
photography.”1 

Changing New York, illustrated by Berenice Abbott and captioned by Elizabeth 

McCausland, was published in 1939 by E.P. Dutton and Company.   The photo book’s 

aim was to chronicle and preserve the ever-changing city of New York.   The original 

project was funded by the Federal Art Project, a small division of the Works Progress 

Administration.2  The book was marketed as a guide of New York to aid city inhabitants 

and tourists alike and sold at the 1939 New York World’s Fair.  Changing New York was 

published at a time when guidebooks supplemented with photographs were exploding in 

popularity.  According to art historian Meredith Ann TeGrotenhuis Shimizu, “in these 

books, the photographs were not presented simply as illustrations of the city but were 

employed to influence how the viewer would see and understand the urban experience.”3   

In this chapter I will provide Abbott’s biographical and artistic background to 

contextualize the production and publication of Changing New York. I will also evaluate 

the format and layout of the photo book and how the unification of text and photograph 

works to add a dynamic layer of socialness to the book.  While examining this photo 

book I will review Abbott’s photographic style and how it works to capture the changing 

cityscape.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Audrey McMahon, “Preface,” in New York in the Thirties (formerly Titled: Changing 
New York). vi.   
2 Hank O’Neal, Berenice Abbott: American Photographer, 18.  
3 Meredith Ann TeGrotenhuis Shimizu, Photography in Urban Discourse: Berenice 
Abbott’s Changing New York and the 1930s,” 181. 
!
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Abbott, born and raised in Springfield, Ohio, originally moved to New York City 

in 1918 and settled in Greenwich Village, participating in its bohemian lifestyle.4 Abbott 

shared an apartment with many famed Greenwich Village inhabitants including the writer 

Djuna Barnes, philosopher Kenneth Burke, and literary critic Malcolm Cowley. Abbott 

became increasingly interested in fine and performing arts, taking lessons in sculpture 

and acting in theatre presented at the Provincetown Playhouse.  After three years Abbott 

grew tired of the growing gentrification of the village and in 1921 moved to Paris, where 

she remained for eight years.  Abbott embraced the life of the French capital, going so far 

as to adopt the French spelling of her name, changing it from Bernice to Berenice.5   

While in Paris Abbott met the surrealist photographer Man Ray who hired her as a 

darkroom assistant for his portrait studio, taken by her lack of technical photography 

knowledge.6  After working as his assistant for three years, Abbott developed a distinct 

photographic style of her own, one without the tricks and manipulations of surrealism, 

and opened a competing portrait studio in Paris.  During this time Man Ray introduced 

Abbott to the photographer Eugène Atget, whose decades long photographic study of 

Paris had received little attention at this time.  Atget and Abbott commenced a strong and 

creatively fruitful friendship as demonstrated by Atget’s willingness to sit for a portrait 

by Abbott in 1927 (fig. 1).  Following Atget’s death in August of 1927, Abbott took it 

upon herself to preserve his legacy and purchased his archive.  This purchase and 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Bonnie Yochelson. Berenice Abbott: Changing New York, 9. 
5 Ibid., 10. 
6 Man Ray had complained that his earlier, more knowledgeable, dark room photo 
assistant refused to follow his instructions.  He wanted someone who would not question 
his photographic eye. (Bonnie Yochelson, Berenice Abbott: Changing New York, 10). 
!
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Abbott’s subsequent efforts to publicize Atget’s project indicate the value that she saw in 

his work in its visual chronicle and preservation of Paris.     

In 1929 Abbott returned to New York City for what she thought would be a quick 

visit, but it turned into a permanent move back to the States.7  Scholars have focused on 

the moment when Abbott first encountered the changed skyline of New York, spurring 

within her a “fantastic passion” to photograph the city.8 Abbott explained this desire to 

photograph New York: 

I am an American, who, after eight years’ residence in Europe, came back 
to view America with new eyes.  I have just realized America – its 
extraordinary potentialities, its size, its youth, its unlimited material for the 
photographic art, its state of flux particularly as applying to the city of 
New York … I feel keenly the neglect of American material by American 
artists… America to be interpreted honestly must be approached with love 
void of sentimentality, and not solely with criticism and irony. 9  
 
This skyline would have been especially different from the New York City Abbott 

left in 1921.  The skyscraper, a technological feat differing from other taller buildings due 

to its steel frame, was first introduced to New York City in 1895.  The construction of the 

American Surety Building (built 1894-1896), soaring 20 stories and located in lower 

Manhattan, signaled this centuries long trend of vertical growth, especially in lower and 

midtown Manhattan.  In the early 20th century many corporate companies that established 

headquarters in Manhattan aimed to build these towers apart from one another, so that the 

building and its associated corporation would remain distinct. Also, a slower economy in 

1913 caused a slight lull in construction, such that the skyline was peppered rather than 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Bonnie Yochelson. Berenice Abbott: Changing New York, 12.  
8 Elizabeth McCausland, “The Photography of Berenice Abbott,” Trend 3 (March – April 
1935). 
9 Bonnie Yochelson, Berenice Abbott: Changing New York, 13.  
!
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consumed by new vertiginous buildings. In the decade of the 1920’s, skyscraper 

construction returned with a vengeance with the erection of more than 100 buildings at 

least 20 stories tall.  By 1932 the city boasted twenty-nine office buildings reaching over 

500 feet in height.  The total amount of office space in New York increased from 74 

million square feet in 1920 to 112 million in 1930 and 138 million by 1935.10  

The new amount of office space signifies how quickly New York City was 

urbanizing.  The 1920’s witnessed a large shift in societal organization as more people 

gave up an agrarian life and moved in masses to the City.11  This influx of people created 

new organizational and planning issues for New York as its infrastructure now had to 

accommodate this increased population and workforce.  This necessitated more 

accessible public transportation such as trains, elevated subways, busses, and ferries.  

This new urbanization also accelerated the disappearance of a pastoral life as small 

businesses were quickly becoming obsolete and big business was taking reign.  

Abbott, with her newfound acceptance of her identity as an American, was 

profoundly attracted to this changing New York.  She felt a desire to explore and 

understand the city and viewed photography as the ideal artistic and journalistic tool to 

“interpret” and record it.  She argued that the camera alone could capture the swift 

surfaces of the changing city, and reasoned that being a recently returned expatriate gave 

her special insight.12  This sense of urgency led to Abbott’s year’s-long efforts to procure 

funding for her documenting project, shaped by the style and comprehensiveness of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 For more information on the history of skyscraper in New York City, see Richard 
Dennis, Cities in Modernity, 278 – 284. 
11 Howard P. Chudacoff and Judith E. Smith, The Evolution of American Urban Society, 
207.  
12 Julia Van Haaften, Aperture Masters of Photography: Berenice Abbott, (1988), 7.  
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Atget’s Parisian project.13  After almost five years of seeking support, Abbott’s proposal 

was accepted by the Federal Art Project (FAP) and sponsored by the Museum of the City 

of New York.14  Her grant application succinctly states her intentions, laying out 

questions that guided her creative process asking: 

What is the City? 
 
How shall it live for the eyes of the future? 
 
What tangible and visible signs of [the city’s] life shall be seized on and 
transformed into the permanent form of the photograph? 
 
How shall the two-dimensional print in black and white suggest the flux of 
activity of the metropolis, the interaction of human beings and solid 
architectural constructions, all impinging upon each other in time?15 
 
Changing New York was originally presented as an exhibition composed of 111 

photographs in 1937 at the Museum of the City of New York.16  After more iterations in 

an exhibition format, publisher E.P. Dutton and Co. contacted the Federal Writer’s 

Project (a subsection of the Federal Art Project) with the intention of converting 

Changing New York into a photo book to be sold at the New York World’s Fair of 

1939.17   This was the first time Abbott’s photographs for Changing New York had been 

printed in book form.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 Clark Worswick, “Abbott & Atget” in Berenice Abbott and Eugene Atget, 24. 
14 Terri Weissman. The Realisms of Berenice Abbott: Documentary Photography and 
Political Action, 122. 
15 Ibid., 123. 
16 Bonnie Yochelson, Berenice Abbott: Changing New York, 26.  
17 The 1930’s were a decade during which photography exploded in popularity in 
America.  E.P. Dutton was trying to profit off this increased appetite for images in 
making Changing New York. For a historical examination of this phenomenon see John 
Reaburn’s “The Rebirth of Photography in the Thirties,” In Cultural Morphology: A 
Cultural History of Thirties Photography. 1 - 18.  
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Art critic Elizabeth McCausland was hired to write the captions accompanying 

each image as well as design the book.  McCausland originally proposed a varying, 

dynamic layout but Dutton insisted on a traditional guidebook format.  The layout of 

Changing New York is divided geographically, moving from the southern tip of 

Manhattan to the north, undulating from east to west throughout this northward trip and 

concluding in the outer boroughs.18  This organized mapping of space produced by the 

sequence of images on the pages produces a minimal narrative of the city.19  

Additionally, each photograph is titled by either its address or the name of the building (if 

it had a corporate benefactor or unique social use).  This emphasis on location 

demonstrated by the title allows each photograph to be mappable, thus creating a concise 

guide of the city. 

Within Changing New York Abbott chose to photograph buildings beyond 

landmarks and tourist sites (as seen in fig. 2).20  Abbott clarified her artistic decision, “in 

photographing the city there are first the architectural forms – the material, external form 

of the city.  Outstanding buildings which are characteristic should be photographed – 

whether they are quaint, curious or just plain monstrous.  Yet historical buildings as such 

are not always a significant choice.“21 Abbott does include numerous historical buildings 

in Changing New York but she does not emphasize them in the same way as other 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 In Changing New York Abbott moves from the Wall Street area, to the Lower East 
Side, the West Village, Union Square, Chelsea, Midtown East, Midtown West, Upper 
East Side, Upper West Side, East Harlem, West Harlem, George Washington Bridge, the 
Bronx, Queens, Brooklyn, and finally Weehawken New Jersey.  
19 Bonnie Yochelson, Berenice Abbott: Changing New York, 125. 
20 Ibid., 126.  
21 Berenice Abbott, Berenice Abbott, Photographer: A Modern Vision, 27.  
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contemporaneous guidebooks.22  Changing New York captures architectural diversity, not 

only contrasting the old and new, but also showing unconsidered places of the city to 

allow for a more thorough illustration of the built environment.  

In Abbott’s initial outline for her project she organized her photographic subjects 

into three categories, “material aspects, means of life, and people and how they live.”  

Abbott’s outline was not just a theoretical construct but also a plan of work.  The material 

aspects category was divided into two sections: buildings – historical, picturesque, 

architecturally significant, and deluxe – and city squares.  Means of life was considered 

in three parts: Transportation (land, water, rapid transit, and airways); Communications 

(mail, phone, and telegraph); and service of supplies (food, water, heat, and light).  And 

finally, people and how they live, was divided into seven parts: types; city scenes; 

interiors; recreation; culture and education; religion; and “signs of the crisis.”23  While 

Abbott was not able to photograph each of these categories as extensively as she would 

have wished, Changing New York does present photographs from all three categories, 

showing a diverse changing city in order to capture the, “flux of the activity of the 

metropolis, the interaction of human beings and solid architectural construction, all 

impinging upon each other in time.”24 This classification proposal implies that Abbott 

believed that all aspects of life—material, infrastructure, and inhabitants—needed to be 

included separately and interactively to produce a proper city portrait.  

In the production of Changing New York, McCausland received pushback 

regarding her text for the captions.  McCausland preferred a more esoteric style of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22 Such as: This is New York (1934), the New York Panorama (1938) New York City 
Guide (1939), and The Real New York (1933) among others.  
23 Bonnie Yochelson. Berenice Abbott: Changing New York, 22. 
24 Ibid., 22.  
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writing that revealed her aesthetic and architectural opinions.  Dutton insisted that 

McCausland drastically edit her original text, demanding captions that stated simple 

facts, in order to make the text and accompanying images more legible and palatable to a 

wide range of readers.25  Dutton did not completely desensitize McCausland’s text as 

many of her published captions did remain political and socially critical.  Architectural 

critic Henry-Russell Hitchcock also wrote an introduction to the book likening New York 

in the 1930s to Paris of the 1870s, which Dutton did not print, choosing instead to have 

staff member Audrey McMahon write a bland and brief introduction to the project.   

Despite the rigorous editing process, McCausland’s captions remain an integral 

part of Changing New York. Art historian Terri Weissman notes that Abbott was keenly 

aware that her interest in capturing the essence of New York necessitated a dialogue with 

her audience: “Abbott's distinctive understanding of realism [mandated] a communicative 

interaction with the audience intended to foster knowledge and democratic citizenship.”26  

Abbott’s interest in depicting the city in a decipherable and teachable way demanded that 

her photographs be accompanied by captions.  Abbott’s photographs, similar to 

McCausland’s factual captions present a dynamic cityscape characterized by change and 

progress.27  

The strength of the photograph and text relationship is exemplified in the photo 

Fourth Avenue, No. 154 (fig. 3).  To contrast, the photograph’s unpublished caption 

reads: 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25 McCausland is credited with writing the captions. Bonnie Yochelson, Berenice Abbott: 
Changing New York, 27.   
26 Terri Weissman, “Documentary Photography and Communicative Action: The 
Realisms of Berenice Abbott,” Columbia University, (2006), 2.  
27 Terri Weissman. The Realisms of Berenice Abbott: Documentary Photography and 
Political Action, 133. 
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The boarded windows, slate-roofed turret, and medley of posters of 154 
Fourth Avenue evoke macabre sensations.  Blind eyes, staring but 
sightless, the windows peer at the passers-by, far more insistent than the 
raucous signs.  Here is a monument of decay, mausoleum of a social era 
that is ended.  The architecture is out-of-date; the building no longer 
performs needed economic functions.  It stands here, waiting for its next 
phase, as the abandoned mining camps or boom towns of the West stand 
deserted and ruined.  It is a fashionable fallacy to claim that decay is in 
itself beautiful.  Nevertheless the repeated motif of the boards in the 
windows, the textures of their grain and knotholes, the contrasting textures 
of brick, mortar and molded cement cornices, combine to make a 
statement of deep melancholy.28 
 
McCausland’s passionate, didactic text lacked the quality of detachment that she 

most admired in Abbott’s photographs.  McCausland’s unpublished captions guided the 

readers too much and limited their response to the images.  

The published caption for Fourth Avenue, No. 154 reads, “These Brooklyn old 

law tenements stand empty because the present owner prefers to take a loss on taxes and 

insurance rather than meet the cost of removing violations.  Fire escapes and fire 

retarding of stair wells are the principal requirements.”29 The revised caption, which is 

factual and political, is more appropriate to Abbott’s restrained style.30   

By the inclusion of the published caption, Abbott’s photograph has a greater 

social function.  This photograph of boarded up, old-law tenement houses in Brooklyn 

proposes a critique on the capitalist greed and neglect of social responsibility by the 

owners of the building. 31 This photograph, which could be read as extoling the beauty of 

ruins and decay in the city, instead proposes a civics lesson: buildings can be recycled if 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28 Ibid., 134.  
29 Berenice Abbott and Elizabeth McCausland, New York in the Thirties (formerly Titled: 
Changing New York), 88. 
30 Bonnie Yochelson. Berenice Abbott: Changing New York, 18.  
31 John Raeburn. A Staggering Revolution:  A Cultural History of Thirties Photography, 
136.  
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owners are socially responsible citizens.32  It also indicates that social progress promotes 

regulation and that this has reverberating economic, social, and environmental 

consequences.  Additionally, the text in the caption, by alluding to the owner of the 

house, works to erase the temporal and physical distinction between people and their built 

environment, as well as between the viewer and the photograph.Weissman notes of the 

published text, “as a symbol of the past petrified in the present, the text intimate that a 

history of function and use accompanies the building, and that such a history can be 

regenerative.”33  

The intersection of text with a photograph not only increases its social function, 

but also complicates the photograph’s relationship to time Weissman discusses the 

transcendence of time that occurs when Abbott’s photographs are supplemented by 

caption, stating that they “refer to moments past – past building booms, past aspirations, 

past states of the real-estate market, and so on.  But this is not an ontological silence; the 

image-caption combinations also speak to us about future moments.  They ask us to 

reconstruct their context and insert life back into them.”34  This can be seen in the 

photograph and caption of “El” Station Interior (fig. 4).  The published caption reads, 

“Unaltered, except for an occasional coat of paint, from the day it was opened to the 

public 60 years ago, is the typical ‘El” station interior.  The turnstile is a fairly recent 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32 Terri Weissman. The Realisms of Berenice Abbott: Documentary Photography and 
Political Action, 136.  
33 Ibid.  
34 Ibid., 140.   
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innovation, having come into use as lately as 1923.  Noisy and awkward to handle, it 

seems as antiquated as the architecture layout and heating apparatus.”35  

This caption helps to direct the reader to the multiple moments of architecture and 

decorative history depicted in the image, suggesting how one place, one photograph, can 

capture multiple temporalities. Discussing her framing of this photograph, Abbott said 

that she  “wanted to show as much of the interior as possible here, so [I] got high; the 

turnstile and the fancy gingerbread are visible and important to the overall feeling.”36  

Abbott’s goal within her photographs was to capture the history of a place, a history that 

she did not want to be read as fixed in the present.  Each photograph has a distinct past, 

and by the inclusion of a textual caption, Changing New York asserts the potential for the 

place’s future history.  This adds to the linear progressive history Abbott was creating for 

the cityscape as a whole as well as within particular edifices and moments.  

Abbott, working in a documentary style that recalls photographers such as Eugène 

Atget (fig. 5) and Lewis Hine (fig. 6), produced images that narrated a city, capturing 

places and constructing a story that is still relevant today.  Abbott was attracted to the 

photographic medium for its ability to accurately transcribe a real scene onto an 

emulsified paper.  It is in photography’s mechanical nature where Abbott recognized the 

medium’s ability to present reality, stating, “is this not exactly what photography is 

meant to do with the sharp, realistic, image-forming lens?”   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
35 Berenice Abbott and Elizabeth McCausland, New York in the Thirties (formerly Titled: 
Changing New York), 76.  
36 Hank O’Neal, Berenice Abbott: American Photographer, 140.  
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Abbott accepted the camera’s particular authority to arrest, picture, and depict 

daily life; its power to see and record.37  According to Roland Barthes, photography has a 

privileged status as a guaranteed witness of the actuality of the events it represents.  The 

photograph seems to declare: “This really happened. The camera was there. See for 

yourself.”38  This produces a photograph that embodies “universal truths” about 

existence, about “being-ness,” about the “stasis-in-continuum.” 

Current scholarship does not accept the indexicality of photography as a given.  

Photo historian Douglas Nickel complicates photography’s indexical nature by 

determining that a photograph’s meaning comes from the knowledge a viewer brings to a 

photograph.  One person’s “reality” may differ from another’s, causing the photographic 

“meaning” to be nebulous. Andres Zervigon’s forthcoming book, Photography and 

Doubt, questions how a photographs mechanical nature depicts truth, giving the image an 

indeterminate meaning.   

When Abbott was producing her Changing New York she did not view a 

photograph as having a one-to-one relationship with reality and the photographic print.  

She describes how her documentary style relied on this privileged status of photography: 

My photographs…will have elements of formal organization and style; 
they will aim at realism, but not at the cost of sacrificing all aesthetic 
factors.  They will tell facts about street signs, the shapes and forms of 
trolley cars, buses, taxis, private motor cars, buildings, store fronts, 
window displays, news-stands, elevated stations, details of wrought iron 
grilles, architectural décor, styles of lettering on signs of all sorts, etc. But 
these facts will be set forth as organic parts of the whole pictures, as living 
and functioning details of the entire complex social scene.  The 
photographs will not be out and out ‘record’ photographs.  
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
37 John Tagg, “Evidence Truth and Order,” in The Burden of Representation, 64.  
38 Roland Barthes, “Rhetoric of the Image,” Working papers in cultural studies, spring 
1971, 45-46.  
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Roy E. Stryker, the head of the Information Division of the Farm Security 

Administration agrees with Abbott’s view, stating:39 

Documentary is an approach, not a technique; an affirmation, not a 
negation…The documentary attitude is not a denial of the plastic elements 
which must remain essential criteria in any work.  It merely gives these 
elements limitation and direction.  Thus composition becomes emphasis, 
and line sharpness, focus, filtering, mood – all those components included 
in the dreary vagueness “quality” are made to serve an end: to speak, as 
eloquently as possible of the things to be said in the language of pictures.40 

 
Documentary photography reproduces the facts of a scene but remains an artistic 

interpretation.41 It has to combine artistic strength and historical resonance; the 

compelling image engages the viewer’s eye while it conveys essential information about 

the location.42 

Through this particular documentary style, Abbott was able, “to reach the roots, to 

get under the very skin of reality.” The reality that Abbott was trying “to get under the 

skin of” was the, “flux of activity of the metropolis, the interaction of human beings and 

solid architectural constructions, all impinging upon each other in time.”43  Abbott’s hope 

for Changing New York was to record how the components of a city work together to 

create a functioning and transforming metropolis.   

Abbott’s documentary style and Changing New York’s intent to present the 

realisms within the cityscape necessitate that its photographs be legible.  Abbott 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
39 Rexford G. Tugwell, head of the Resettlement Agency (later changed to the Farm 
Security Administration), appointed Roy A. Stryker to this position.  This assignment left 
Stryker to direct a vast photographic project documenting the agency’s activities, as well 
as American rural life states. (Beaumont Newhall, The History of Photography, 238) 
40 Roy E. Stryker, “Documentary Photography,” Encyclopedia of Photography (New 
York: Greystone Press, 1963), vol. 7, 1180. 
41 Beaumont Newhall, “Document Photography,” in The History of Photography, 246.  
42 Julia Van Haaften, Aperture Masters of Photography: Berenice Abbott, (2015), 40.  
43 Berenice Abbott, “Civic Documentary Photography,” in Proceedings of the Conference 
on Photography: Profession, Adjunct, Recreation. 71.   
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explained photographic legibility as a photo’s ability, “to impose order onto the things 

seen and to supply the visual context and the intellectual framework” surrounding what is 

being photographed.44  To impose order and provide context, the photographer must 

bring knowledge regarding what is being photographed into the process.  In her essay 

“Civic Documentary Photography,” Abbott wrote, “the form of the…photographic 

picture must grow out of a clear understanding of the meaning of the thing 

photographed.”45 Abbott urged: 

The work must be done deliberately, in order that the artist actually will 
set down in the sensitive and delicate photographic emulsion the soul of 
the city…sufficient time must be taken to produce an expressive result in 
which moving details must coincide with balance of design and 
significance of subject.46 
 

To best capture the “soul of the city,” the photograph must be legible, be based on 

knowledge and be composed with balance and order.” 

While Abbott’s “version” of documentary photography has been criticized for 

lacking emotion, photographic historian Beaumont Newhall has noted the underlying 

importance and purpose of documentary photography is its ability to move the 

beholder.47  In this thesis I will explore the tools Abbott employed to make what she was 

photographing—the ever evolving built environment—more legible to the common city 

inhabitant.  A viewer was then able to more easily situate himself or herself within the 
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44 Valerie Lloyd, “Introduction,” New York in the Thirties, 160.  
45 Berenice Abbott, “Civic Documentary Photography,” in Proceedings of the Conference 
on Photography: Profession, Adjunct, Recreation. 71.   
46 Berenice Abbott, “Changing New York,” in Art for the Millions: Essays from the 
1930s by Artists and Administrators of the WPA Federal Art Project, (ed.) Francis V. 
O’Connor, New York Graphic Society, Boston, 1975, 161.  
[formatting] 
47 Beaumont Newhall, “Documentary Approach to Photography,” in The History of 
Photography, 5.  
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context of the city and consequently have a stronger understanding of the nature and role 

of the buildings represented.  This link allowed them to connect an emotion – positive or 

negative – to the place.   

This relationship of an image’s continuing effect on a viewer is explored in Joan 

Roman Resina’s scholarship on the after-image.  As he defines it, the after-image is “a 

visual sensation that lingers after the stimulus that provoked it has disappeared, and opens 

up the idea of ‘image’ to a cluster of theoretical possibilities based on temporal 

displacement, sequentiality, supersession, and engagement.”48 Crucially, the concept of 

after-image “does not suggest one transcends and leaves behind the imaginary.”49  

Rather, the image is “fully retained, but is now a temporalized, unstable, complex image 

brimming with the history of its production.”  Mary Woods suggests that it is the nature 

of the photographic after-image to weave “time and change back into the two-

dimensional spaces” of the medium.50  I will use the concept of the after-image to explore 

and evaluate the usefulness of Abbott’s photographic approach and tendencies for the 

production of a city guidebook.  

My first chapter will contextualize Abbott’s work in relation to photography by 

contemporaries, Alfred Stieglitz, Paul Strand, Charles Sheeler, and Margaret Bourke-

White, especially their representations of the city.51  This contextualization will show 

how Abbott’s particular adherence to documentary photography allowed her to transcribe 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
48 Joan Ramon Resina.  “The concept of after-image and the scopic Apprehension of the 
city,” in After-Images of the City, 1.  
49 Ibid., 1.  
50 Mary N. Woods, “After-images of the “new” New York and the Alfred Stieglitz 
Circle.” In After-Images of the City, 207.  
51 All four of these artists have a substantial body of work that addresses a variety of 
themes other than urban representation, but for the purpose of this thesis, I will focus on 
their city pieces.   
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urban metamorphosis.  Additionally, this chapter will evaluate Abbott’s position as a 

female photographer, especially how her work engages in a unique discourse when 

considered in conjunction with fellow New York City chronicler Margaret Bourke-

White.  These comparisons will highlight how Abbott’s approach and techniques make 

the dynamics of the city more comprehensible.   

The second chapter will explore how Abbott manipulated and framed her 

photographs to accord with the architectural theories of Lewis Mumford and Henry-

Russell Hitchcock (both colleagues of Abbott).52  Changing New York calls on 

Mumford’s conception of social history, that a city must be examined holistically to 

provide an accurate portrait.  This can be seen in Abbott’s photographs of buildings in 

Mumford’s three architectural eras —eotechnic, palaeotechnic, and neotechnic—outlined 

in Mumford’s seminal book Technics and Civilization (1934).  The images in Changing 

New York seem to support Mumford’s opinion regarding the architectural soundness of 

each era. Henry-Russell Hitchcock, who coined the term “The International Style” and 

promoted the usable past of American vernacular architecture, also influenced Abbott’s 

photographic sensibility.  Abbott appropriated both Mumford and Hitchcock’s theories 

on the linear trajectory of architecture, selecting and composing her imagery to fashion 

for the viewer a decipherable and historical sense of the built city. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
52 In the fall of 1933 Berenice Abbott began teaching at The New School in New York 
City alongside Lewis Mumford. (“Berenice Abbott". Encyclopedia Britannica. 
Encyclopedia Britannica Online. Encyclopedia Britannica Inc., 2016. Web).  Abbott was 
first introduced to Hitchcock in the early 1930’s in connection with one of the Museum 
of Modern Art’s first exhibitions where Abbott was invited to create a photo-mural of 
skyscrapers. Their professional relationship developed as Hitchcock employed Abbott to 
photograph for his exhibitions, The Architecture of H.H. Richardson, 1862-1886 (1936) 
and The Urban Vernacular if the Thirties, Forties and Fifties: American Cities Before the 
Civil War (1936). (Bonnie Yochelson, Berenice Abbott: Changing New York, 17). 
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By contextualizing the work of Abbott with fellow city photographers of the early 

20th century and examining contemporaneous social and architectural criticism that 

Abbott was reading and referencing, I hope to highlight how Abbott, using a straight 

documentary photographic approach, helped to define the concept of urban flux for 

readers of Changing New York. 
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CHAPTER 2 
CONTEXTUALIZING THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CITY 

 
Abbott’s immediate infatuation with New York upon her return to the city in 

January 1929 resulted from the artistic climate in which she operated.  Abbott practiced 

at a time when the evolving city was a main focus for many artists in differing mediums 

such as film, drawing, painting, and of course, photography. 53  In 1930 the painter Franz 

Wilhelm Seiwert believed photography had overtaken painting when it came to 

“creating images expressing the spirit of the time that will serve as documents of 

our time in the future.”54 

By contextualizing Abbott’s Changing New York within the photographic and 

filmic work of her contemporaries, Alfred Stieglitz, Paul Strand, and Margaret Bourke-

White, I will show how Abbott’s documentary approach effectively expressed the spirit 

of the time.  Depicting the city’s realities in a legible manner permits the essence of the 

city to be read as an after-image, an image that is “fully retained, but is now a 

temporalized, unstable, complex image brimming with the history of its production.” Art 

historian Mary Woods suggests that it is the nature of the photographic after-image to 

weave “time and change back into the two-dimensional spaces” of the medium.55  

Photography’s documentary ability was employed early in the 20th century 

as the critic Sadakichi Hartmann called for photographers to examine and capture the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
53 These artists include John Marin, Francis Picabia (cubism), Duchamp (dada), Ernst 
Ludwig Kirchner(die burke) , Charles Demuth (precisionist) among many others.   
54 Gabriele Conrath-Scholl, ‘Perspectives – Notes on the Work of August Sander’, 
in August Sander – Seeing, Observing and Thinking, 22. 
55 Mary N. Woods, “After-images of the “new” New York and the Alfred Stieglitz 
Circle.” In After-Images of the City, 207.  
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unique beauty of New York City.56  Despite New York’s dearth of “monuments of past 

glory,” Hartmann argued that photographers could help New Yorkers to see beauty in this 

new city: “a great poet and of course an expert photographer…will teach New Yorkers to 

love their own city as I have learned to love it, and to be proud of its beauties as the 

Parisians are proud of their city…In thirty years, however, nobody will believe I once 

fought for it, for then the beauty of New York will have been explored by thousands.”57  

Photography was the quintessentially modern medium to document New York City’s 

new modern marvels — skyscrapers, bridges, and mass transportation, among others — 

due to its indexical nature and, “the unqualified objectivity of the [camera] lens as an aid 

to a representational art.”58 

Alfred Stieglitz, one of the most influential and prominent American 

photographers of the early 20th century, heeded Hartmann’s call and spent many years of 

his photographic career focusing on cityscapes, specifically New York. Stieglitz was a 

wealthy man and a key player in the avant-garde art circles in New York City.  He 

collected and exhibited works of avant-garde artists of Europe and America in the early 

20th century and was friendly with many affluent collectors.  Throughout his career as an 

artist, collector, gallerist, mentor, publisher, and impresario, Stieglitz championed a 
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56 “Sadakichi Hartmann wrote in many issues of Camera Work on photography criticism.  
Hartmann’s essays not only offered critical evaluation of individual photographers and 
new photographic technique, but also encompassed broader issues of modernism in all of 
the arts.  He became an integral cog in photography circles, and he played a subtle but 
essential role in the development of modern American photography aesthetics” (Jane 
Calhoun Weaver, “Introduction” in Sadakichi Hartmann: Critical Modernist: Collected 
Art Writings, 3).  
57 Sadakichi Hartmann, “A Plea for Picturesque New York, “ Camera Notes 4 (October  
1900) 91-92.  
58 Travis, David, and Anne Kennedy. Photography Rediscovered: American 
Photographs, 1900-1930, 13.  
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specific American modernism that he felt could be recorded with photography.  Stieglitz 

supported others mediums as exemplary of modernism but according to art historian 

Sarah Greenough, “No matter how far [Stieglitz] seemed to stray into the other arts, 

photography – and particularly the intellectual concept of photography – was always 

central to his efforts.”59  Like Abbott, Stieglitz fiercely identified as an American, 

famously proclaiming, “I was born in Hoboken.  I am an American.  Photography is my 

passion.  The search for Truth my obsession.”60 

Stieglitz’s belief that photography was about much more than simply pointing and 

shooting would later influence Abbott. There was a technique to master and a need to 

develop a deeper understanding of the photographic subject matter in order to discover its 

“truth.”  By developing a deeper understanding of the photographic subject matter, the 

photograph would in turn become more legible, its truth more evident.  Stieglitz was 

“obsessed” with discovering the notion of “truth,” an idea that Abbott took up as 

“capturing reality.” Both Abbott and Stieglitz, in their quest to represent the reality of the 

city, depicted the cityscape as it was changing.  Stieglitz’s Old and New New York (fig. 7) 

exemplifies the artist’s interest in the forms and structure of the city, and how they 

supplement and relate to understanding the experiences of modern New York life.61  In 

this photograph, two spatial planes are in focus: the older brownstones reaching on 

average four stories and the newer skyscrapers in the midst of being constructed.  In 

showing these buildings in construction, Stieglitz alludes to the making and unmaking of 
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59 Sarah Greenough. “Alfred Stieglitz, Rebellious Midwife to a Thousand Ideas,” in 
Modern Art and America: Alfred Stieglitz and his New York Galleries, 24.  
60 Miles Orvell, Photography in America, 77.    
61 Mary N. Woods, Beyond the Architect's Eye: Photographs and the American Built 
Environment, 11.  
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the city, calling attention to how the city is in fact constructed and ever evolving.  

Stieglitz’s inclusion of a lone man in the photographic frame encourages the viewer to 

orient herself with his body, making the cityscape more understandable on a human level. 

This photograph can be compared to Abbott’s Fortieth Street between Sixth and 

Seventh Avenues (fig. 8) from Changing New York.  In Abbott’s shot, buildings occupy 

nearly all of the space within the frame of the photograph. Massive skyscrapers following 

the newly implemented set back regulations that were introduced in 1916 fill the top two 

thirds of the piece.  The bottom third shows smaller tenement buildings that might soon 

be demolished to make room for larger skyscrapers.  Typical of Abbott’s oeuvre, this 

image is lit by the morning sun, which produces long and powerful shadows in the 

bottom half of the photograph.  This technique establishes a play between light and 

shadow, emphasizing the difference between the new and old buildings.  The 

accompanying caption extols the architectural legacy of the cityscape, reading “The 

historic Bryant Park Studio Building at the left and the World Tower Building at the right 

frame modern setback skyscrapers of a later generation, the Bricken Casino and 1400 

Broadway.  The low structures in the foreground on Sixth Avenue are about a century 

old, typical of the changing city.”62   

In this photograph Abbott does not document buildings in construction, but the 

distinctly different architecture, further explained by the caption, announces the idea of 

architectural progress and change. Abbott’s precise focus and employment of a 

straightforward view help to make the photograph’s composition orderly and organized.  

Additionally, the accompanying text makes clear that Abbott was aware of the historical 
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62 Berenice Abbott and Elizabeth McCausland. New York in the Thirties (formerly Titled: 
Changing New York), 61.  
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forces at play within her composition. Through her concise configuration and 

incorporation of knowledge regarding the scene captured, Abbott produced a legible 

photograph, permitting a viewer to easily read the work. Compared to that by Stieglitz, 

Abbott’s photograph incorporates more architectural styles and lacks a streetscape in 

which to anchor the viewer.  Abbott’s photograph was taken twenty-six years after 

Stieglitz’s Old and New New York, and her emphasis on tall imposing buildings indicates 

the changing face of the cityscape.  Perhaps it had become unrealistic to juxtapose these 

new skyscrapers in relation to city dwellers, because, from the street, a viewer could not 

take in the whole building.63 

Also, both Stieglitz and Abbott employed the vision of photographing tall 

buildings from an elevated vantage point located within another tall building.  Twenty 

years after Stieglitz’s focus on the construction of “New” New York, he began a series of 

photographs from his window at the Shelton Hotel where he lived with his wife Georgia 

O’Keefe from 1925 – 1936.  This series concentrated on natural elements and their play 

with the skyscrapers Stieglitz could see from his window (fig. 9 and 10).  Critic and 

Stieglitz enthusiast Lewis Mumford found this series of photographs to be about “nature 

in its most simple form, the wonder of the morning and the night and the sky in the 

cracks between buildings.”  Art historian Wanda Corn writes that Stieglitz conceived of 

the new skyscraper landscape as a “healing vocabulary of organic lines, sensuous forms, 

and orbs of light.” 64  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
63 While this characterization was certainly true for the earliest skyscrapers (i.e. the 
Flatiron) it wasn’t until the 1920’s that Wall Street and Midtown Manhattan was starting 
to be built up as a city of skyscrapers. For more information on the history of skyscraper 
in New York City see Cities in Modernity, 278 - 284. 
64 Joan Ramon Resina, After-Images of the City, 205. 
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Stieglitz saw the skyscraper as shelter from the city, a shelter that allowed him to 

better connect to nature.  He stated: 

New York is madder than ever.  The pace ever increasing – But Georgia 
and I somehow don’t seem to be of New York – nor of anywhere.  We can 
live high up in the Shelton Hotel…We feel as if we are out at midocean.  
All is so quiet except the wind – and the trembling and shaking hulk of 
steel in which we live – It’s a wonderful place.65 
 

These images, taken from his window, become more a landscape of the city, showing his 

interest in highlighting nature’s effects on the built environment.    

Abbott photographs from a similar elevated vantage point in Changing New York, 

specifically in the piece, Wall Street, Showing East River (fig. 11), taken from the top of 

the Irving Trust Co. Building.66  In this photograph Abbott points the camera down as 

opposed to Stieglitz’s approach of photographing straight on.  Through Abbott’s 

approach, the photograph depicts many unrecognizable, truncated buildings of Wall 

Street.  The horizon line is undecipherable, which may reference the ineffectiveness of 

the new set back laws designed to preserve order and rationality in skyscraper 

construction.  

While both Stieglitz and Abbott took photographs from higher vantage points 

within the cityscape, Abbott’s Wall Street, Showing East River appears much more 

vertiginous and disorienting as it looks down to the city.  With this distinctive change in 

eye line, Abbott’s photograph appears more dynamic and subsequently disarming. While 

her photograph is disorienting on first inspection, it still offers an entrance point for the 

viewer.  By tilting the ground plane, Abbott carefully framed flat geometric patterns with 
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65  Sarah Greenough, Alfred Stieglitz, 214.  
66 Berenice Abbott and Elizabeth McCausland. New York in the Thirties (formerly Titled: 
Changing New York), 8. 
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strong diagonals.  These lines emulate the ways in which people and vehicles move, 

allowing viewers to more easily situate themselves in the cityscape and understand its 

composition.  

When photographing from a high vantage point Abbott was fully immersed in 

street life, taking photographs from inside buildings that were not her residences.  The 

artist went so far as to persuade a German woman living on Hester Street, between 

Orchard and Allen, to allow Abbott to photograph the street scene below from the 

woman’s window (fig. 12).  Abbott’s photographs attempt to transcribe the realities of 

the city, its activities and interaction and how they all relate to one another in time.  

While Stieglitz found solace in the removed high vantage point of a skyscraper, Abbott 

preferred to work in an unfamiliar environment enhancing her connection with the view 

she was capturing and the city’s inhabitants.    

 In this evaluation Abbott’s photograph works more as an after-image as her 

photograph incorporates “the element of temporality, a sense not only of newness but 

also of accelerated rhythm.”67  While Stieglitz’s Shelton series certainly explores 

temporality, it lacks the dynamism of Abbott’s photographs.  This dynamism is only 

heightened by Abbott’s emotional immersion in the cityscape, inserting a human element 

into her photographs.  This strengthens the connection between Changing New York and 

its readers.  

In Stieglitz’s earlier Manhattan photographs (Old and New New York) he most 

likely used a 4 x 5 inch hand held camera to document instantaneously the moment of 

change. In his later work, Stieglitz switched to a camera with a longer exposure time so 
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67 Joan Ramon Resina, “The Concept of After-image,” in After-Images of the City, 11.  
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as to add an element of stillness and contemplativeness as he recorded the subtle change 

of light’s play with buildings.68  This longer exposure time also created a blurring effect 

when objects and subjects moved during the exposure time, thus indicating the passage of 

time.  Similarly, Abbott, when depicting architecture, preferred to work with a large-

format camera that required a multiple second exposure time, which made focusing on 

people problematic.  As a result, the buildings can function as characters in her loose 

narrative.69  Less cumbersome cameras with a smaller aperture and therefore shorter 

exposure time were available to Abbott and Stieglitz (especially while he was working on 

his Sheraton hotel series), but both artists were attracted to the clarity and precision that 

came from working with a large format camera.  According to Abbott, “the city, 

therefore, must be photographed as if through a microscope, if photographs of the now 

are to have any value for the future.  Photographs of the city must be as sharp and 

detailed as machine age equipment permits.  Documents are needed, rich with minute 

detail – not prettified pictures.”70  The large-format camera allowed for all parts of the 

photograph to be in focus, related to the belief by both artists in presenting a detailed 

scene of “reality.” 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
68 For more information on lack of humans present in Stieglitz’s later work, see “The 
City” in Democratic Visions: Art and Theory of the Stieglitz Circle, 1924-1934, 141 – 
173.  
69 According to Yochelson, “Abbott sacrificed the speed and flexibility of the small 
camera, which had allowed her to stop action close-up and work quickly without drawing 
attention to herself, for the added detail and control of the large camera, which required 
her t use a tripod and duck her head beneath a focusing cloth.  Under the cloth, Abbott 
saw the exact image full size, albeit upside down.  Rather than sacrifice definition 
through enlargement, she contact-printed the 8 x 10 inch negative, retaining maximum 
detail.” (Bonnie Yochelson, New York Changing, 14).  
70 Berenice Abbott “Documenting the City” in Berenice Abbott: American Photographer, 
2.  
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 There also appear to be similarities in the straight style of Berenice Abbott and 

Paul Strand, specifically in the film Manhatta, a collaboration between Strand and 

precisionist artist Charles Sheeler.  Strand was an American modernist artist and a 

member of Stieglitz’s inner circle, who spent years documenting New York City among 

other tropes.  Born in New York in 1890, Strand attended the Ethical Culture School 

from 1906-1909, where he distinguished himself in the darkroom, under the auspicious 

eye of social documentary photographer Lewis Hine.  Through this education Strand 

gravitated to straight photography and its ability to document the commonality of 

everyday life, and with that, “construct new forms to make this reality known.”71 Stieglitz 

lauded Strand’s work as brutally direct, “devoid of trickery and any ‘ism’…these 

photographs are the direct expression of today.”72  

 Strand’s modernist eye operated in multiple mediums, including film.  In 1920, 

Strand worked with Sheeler, to make Manhatta, a seven-minute documentary film.  This 

film displays similarities to Abbott’s Changing New York, in its focus on architecture, 

momentary but effective depiction of people, and the relationship between the photo 

book and film.  

Like Abbott, Strand and Sheeler strove to portray the essence of modern New 

York, specifically by focusing on the city’s architecture. These two artists sought to 

capture the “towering geometry of lower Manhattan and its environs,” highlighting, as a 

press release noted, “those elements which are expressive of New York, of its power and 
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71 Sarah Greenough, and Paul Strand. Paul Strand: An American Vision, 32.  
72 Alfred Stieglitz, Camera Work 50 (June 1917), 36.  
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beauty and movement.”73  The film was experimental, lacking a strict narrative although 

following a scenic passage of time.  Both Manhatta and Changing New York move north 

to south within Manhattan, constructing a loose geographic story of the city. 

Manhattan (fig. 13) and Changing New York (fig. 14) include cropped images of 

buildings.  While Manhatta offers a more romantic version of the city than that is 

recorded in Changing New York, both feature cut-off views of buildings, veiled and 

unveiled by the presence of other buildings.74  Symptoms of modernity, such as rising 

smoke, perform a type of “architectural striptease.”  Through this striptease many of the 

buildings are presented as truncated and devoid of identifiable features.  This can been 

seen in Strand and Sheeler’s depiction of the Woolworth building (fig. 15), which 

without its decorated spiral becomes part of a bewildering mass of collaged buildings.  

The “subject” of Manhatta is the city and how it changes throughout a workday.  

The film opens with a shot of commuters entering Manhattan from the Staten Island 

Ferry (fig. 16) and continues to depict people in transit throughout the film.  One shot has 

almost precisely the same composition as Strand’s famed photograph, Wall Street from 

1917 (fig. 17).  This photograph depicts businessmen scampering on a slightly inclined 

diagonal from the right to the left, below the dark recesses of the windows of the Morgan 
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73 Strand, unpublished press release, c. summer 1921, CCP. See also Jan-Christopher 
Horak, “Modernist Perspectives and Romantic Impulses: Manhatta,” in Stange 1990, 55-
71.  
74 Sara Greenough, in her essay “Paul Strand: Unqualified Objectivity,” discusses the 
romance of Manhatta stating, “First they introduced a sense of the passage of time by 
structuring Manhatta around a day in the life of the city.  In addition, as Jan-Christopher 
Horak has noted, they organized the film like a symphonic score, with an introduction, 
statement of theme, variation on theme, and recapitulation.  Finally, and most tellingly, 
they wrapped around their bold visual imagery intertitles drawn primarily from 
Whitman’s poem ‘Manahatta,’ thus softening the film and giving it a decidedly romantic 
quality.” (Sarah Greenough. “Paul Strand: Unqualified Objectivity,” Modern Art and 
America: Alfred Stieglitz and his New York Galleries, 391).  
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Trust building.75  In this image Strand and Sheeler do not offer much space or context to 

the viewer, seeming to crush their “characters” within confined urban thoroughfares.76 

In Changing New York Abbott gives her city inhabitants more room to breathe, as 

seen in Herald Square (fig. 18).  Its didactic and factual caption reads: 

Underground, Herald Square is the most involved traffic intersection in 
the world.  Long Island tubes of the Pennsylvania, the new Sixth Avenue 
line of the Independent Subway, the B.M.T. and the Hudson Tubes cross 
one and another at varying angles and depths to 65 feet.  Surface traffic 
recently lost the streetcars and the rumble of the “El” has barely ceased; 
but buses, taxis, private autos, trucks and pedestrians jam the square.  A 
network of water mains, gas and electric conduits, telephone and telegraph 
wires, and sewers complete the tangle.77 

 

While this image is distinctly impersonal in its display of bodies and vehicles in 

movement, the view from above enforces a sense of dynamic orderliness, as if to 

demonstrate an urban efficiency. The caption enriches the photograph with multiple 

senses, olfactory and auditory as well as providing references to things not depicted in the 

photograph.  This adds a supplementary layer to the reality of the photograph.  Through 

this addition, a viewer can also almost hear the beeping of a car and the clattering of the 

subway beneath the street, feel the sidewalk concrete against her shoe and the brushing 

coat of a person passing by.  Abbott likened the viewer and the people in the photograph, 

to a part of the city, but an active dynamic part that can forge their own destiny. Abbot’s 

Herald Square provides greater context for the intersection that allows a viewer to more 

easily situate herself or herself within the scene.  
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Scholars have noted the similarity between a documentary film such as Manhatta 

and a documentary photo book such as Changing New York.  There is little question that 

documentary film influenced the documentary book: Archibald MacLeish called his 

prose-poem accompanying FSA photographs in his book, Land of the Free (1938), a 

“soundtrack.”78 Also Beaumont Newhall in his seminal essay “Documentary Approach to 

Photography,” wrote, “when properly presented [series of photographs in books] 

approach the cinema.  This is the richest manner of giving photographs significance, for 

each picture reinforces the other.”79  Elizabeth McCausland, who penned the captions for 

Changing New York stated that if a photo book cannot be organized as an actual shooting 

script, “then the makers of the photographic book will have to fall back on a process of 

selection comparable to scenarization and editing in documentary films.”80  

Both film and the photo book directly rely on the sequence of shots to create a 

cohesive narrative.  The previous and subsequent page related to an image provides 

context and knowledge that influence a viewer’s comprehension of an image.  According 

to art historian Meredith Ann TeGrotenhuis Shimizu, “Through their use of 

juxtapositions and overlapping, as well as visual and textual cross-references, the authors 

seem to suggest that, by integrating the information available in these visual aides, the 

reader-viewer could develop a more accurate mental map of the city, specifically 

Manhattan Island.”81   
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Through a particular sequencing, Abbott was able to more easily record a legible 

cityscape. The layout of Changing New York is divided geographically, moving from the 

southern tip of Manhattan to the north, undulating from east to west throughout this 

northward trip and concluding in the outer boroughs.82  Through this geographical 

organization Abbott is able to create a minimal narrative between the buildings.83  

Abbott’s hope was for a viewer to go through the pages, “see a rapid succession of 

pictures, to fuse them in mind and memory, to reinforce each separate image with the 

strength and meaning of all the others.”84  

This layering of images permits Changing New York to work as a series, creating 

a portrait of New York.  Abbott states: 

To make the portrait of a city is a life work and no one portrait suffices, 
because the city is always changing.  Everything in the city is properly 
part of its story – its physical body of brick, stone, steel, glass wood, its 
life-blood of living, breathing men and women.  Streets, vistas, 
panoramas, bird’s eye views and worm’s eye views, the noble and the 
shameful, high life and low life, tragedy, comedy, squalor, wealth, the 
mighty towers of skyscrapers, the ignoble facades of slums, people at 
work, people at home, people at play…85 
 
Abbott avoided an “absolute” portrait of each building, including the same 

structures in multiple photographs throughout Changing New York.  For example, 

Rockefeller Center (still undergoing construction) is in the background of many images, 

acting as a place marker, encouraging viewers to consider the relationship of this building 
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to the entire cityscape to better determine how to situate themselves within a mass of 

buildings.   

Not only are the two mediums similar in their ability to depict and portray the 

city, but also both Manhatta and Changing New York effectively use text to supplement 

the image.  Manhatta is subtitled by a selection of verses from Walt Whitman’s 1900 

poem Manahatta from Leaves of Grass.  Sheeler and Strand begin each segment of 

Manhatta with an urban epigraph from Leaves of Grass, inviting viewers to interpret the 

film’s vision of the city through the lens of Whitman.  Through this intertextual dialogue, 

Sheeler and Strand not only imply that the writer’s earlier insights into New York 

continue to hold true in the twentieth century, but also align themselves with a poet 

acclaimed for radically breaking with convention and boldly reinventing an art form.86 

As mentioned, McCausland’s captions for Changing New York, before they being 

changed by the publisher E. P. Dutton, were more theoretical rather than didactic.  For 

example, the original text for the photograph Gunsmith and Police Department (fig. 19) 

reads, “Again, the basic truth of photography as a medium for art is demonstrated, that 

the act of creation must be envisioned before the shutter is clicked.  The completed 

picture must be seen mentally before a finger is lifted to expose the negative.”  What was 

published is much more factually historical: “Frank Lava’s gun shop was founded in 

1850 by Eli Parker.  It closed up during the Civil War, but was re-opened in 1870 by 

ancestors of the current owner.  The Lava shop used to do repair work for the police, until 

the department retained its own armorers.  It still does work, however, for the sheriff’s 

staff.”  While Whitman’s poetics do not share the same message as McCausland’s 
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captions, they both work to lead the viewers to a distinct understanding of Manhattan.  

McCausland’s original captions interpreted the city in an aesthetic and philosophical 

manner, adding a poetic layer to the understanding of the built environment.  

Film’s strength in creating an after-image can be seen in its ability to bring 

together multiple subjective perspectives showcasing several temporalities.87  Abbott’s 

presentation of photographs in a photo book combat the “static-ness” that can occur in a 

singular two-dimensional representation of the city.  Layering multiple urban images in 

tandem with a descriptive text produces an effective after-image.  Art historians Karen 

Beckman and Liliane Weissberg in their seminal book, On Writing With Photography, 

consider the reciprocal relationship between text and photograph, regarding text as not 

only description, but also another transcending layer; “The presence of a photograph, 

with its indexical qualities, necessarily yokes a trace of the world into the text in which it 

appears…Writing with photography is not a reflection of reality but rather an attempt at 

living it, or of actively engaging it.”88 

Males dominated the photographic circles of the early 20th century in America, 

with Abbott as an exception.89  Much of the language related with photography 

(contemporaneously and currently) carries associations with masculine stereotypes, 

equating the photographer with the power of the “hunter” and the thing captured with 
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“prey.”90 According to Susan Sontag, “to photograph is to appropriate the thing 

photographed.  It means putting oneself into a certain relation to the world that feels like 

knowledge – and, therefore like power.”91  This gendered implication of the profession 

complicates Abbott’s role as a woman photographer.  

Margaret Bourke-White is another exception to male dominance in photographic 

practice. Like Abbott, Bourke-White, concurrently chronicled the city, using elevated 

vantage points and employing the social language of the skyscraper to make images more 

comprehensible.92 Abbott and Bourke-White worked at a time when “gazing, 

approaching people, and roaming the city alone were not deemed respectable activities 

for women.  They were behaviors associated with prostitutes.”  Abbott, whose safety 

could be at risk as she photographed, recalled how men taunted her, even “swinging her 

back and forth in a pan suspended from a construction crane as she photographed above 

Manhattan.”93  

Nevertheless Bourke-White and Abbott continued to explore the modern 

metropolis including the spaces and places where women’s societal role was growing.  In 

the case of Changing New York this underlying theme aided in making the city, still 

segregated and considered dangerous to women, more accessible.94 
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Bourke-White gained popularity in the 1930’s as an advertising photographer and 

photojournalist, portraying herself as a glamorous and risk-taking woman of the world. 95  

Bourke-White believed documentary photography was the ideal medium through which 

to display the truth and beauty of the built world, stating: 

To me these industrial forms were all the more beautiful because they 
were never designed to be beautiful.  They had a simplicity of line that 
came from their direct application to a purpose.  Industry, I felt, had 
evolved an unconscious beauty – often a hidden beauty that was waiting to 
be discovered.  And recorded!  That was where I came in.96  
 
Both women had a penchant for photographing from high vantage points looking 

down at the city.  Bourke-White’s startling photograph Untitled (Empire State Building) 

(fig. 20), taken as a commission for the developers of the Empire State building, is a 

boldly framed modern abstraction.  The image conveys an extraordinarily visceral sense 

of speed, height, and vertigo.  Here Bourke-White synthesized experiences of modern life 

with modernist forms.97  She deftly presents the viewer with the sense of being atop a 

skyscraper looking directly down and the dizzying confusion that can result at these 

soaring heights. 

Abbott chose a similar vantage point for many of her photographs such as City 

Arabesque (fig. 21) taken from the cities service building at 70 Pine Street. Differing 

from Bourke-White’s Untitled (Empire State Building), City Arabesque frames a timeline 

of New York making the old and new tangent.  Within this photograph, countless 

buildings are shown, constructed for various purposes and in multiple styles.  
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Architecture historian Mary N. Woods analyzes this photograph as a map of the 

cityscape, but a disordered map, “Shot from the top of the sixty-seven-story structure 

(then the tallest building in lower Manhattan), [Abbott’s] image upends Roland Barthes’s 

contention that a view from above reveals an underlying urban order.  Abbott’s off-kilter 

composition was about a chaotic, vertiginous, and densely packed cityscape.”98 Also, 

Abbott’s photograph presents a striking contrast between the curvilinearity of ironwork 

and the rectangularity of the buildings and their placement within the urban grid as well 

as the darkness of the ironwork and lighter tones of the city below. 

While Abbott’s photograph does not capture an organized cityscape, its buildings 

remain discernible.  The title of the photograph and subsequent caption are filled with 

factual geographical information.  This information identifies the photographer’s vantage 

point and describes what Abbott is capturing, working to orient a viewer from within the 

photograph: 

Northeast from the roof of Sixty Wall Tower the financial district spreads 
out in an arabesque.  In the extreme upper left corner is to be seen City 
Hall Park, while the “El” winds in and out of view along the right-hand 
edge.  The 1562.5 foot Manhattan approach of Brooklyn Bridge may also 
be seen cutting sharply across the upper right-hand corner, and the 
beginnings of the Lower East Side appear beyond the bridge.99 
 

Unlike Bourke-White’s work, Abbott’s photograph functions like a map, providing 

context for the viewer that would enable him or her to more easily read the cityscape.  

Abbott, as a working woman combing the streets, became acutely aware of the 

evolving position of women in society.  In photographing the changing city, she 

documents buildings that may have housed the offices where women worked, forging 
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careers and gaining independence, akin to Abbott’s own.  Within Changing New York 

Abbott did address the expanding office life of midtown Manhattan, as in Rockefeller 

Center and McGraw-Hill Building (fig. 22 and fig. 23). These are buildings where 

women constituted a substantive part of the workforce, making economic advances and 

gaining social mobility beyond the constraints of the conventional family.100  As social 

historian Olivier Zunz characterizes these buildings, “sexual mores in the society itself 

were changing, and the skyscraper proved to be a locus for change rather than a fortress 

against it.”101   

Bourke-White gained popularity by portraying her work as a taming of the 

skyscraper.  She describes her experience of photographing New York City’s midtown as 

going to war against the skyscrapers.102  This dramatic language was often accompanied 

by images of Bourke-White at work (made by others), exploring and “conquering” these 

structures (fig. 24).103 She presented herself as a woman fearlessly performing in a 

profession associated with men, and her encounters with tall and erect constructions 

symbolize her empowerment.  Skyscrapers were where Bourke-White worked and 

triumphed, just as they were places where modern women worked, earned money, and 

potentially gained independence.   
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These three artists who bear comparison to Abbott—Stieglitz, Strand, and 

Bourke-White—each used photographic approaches to depict the city more honestly and 

legibly.  Stieglitz’s focus on the evolution of city architecture, exploiting an elevated 

photographic vantage point, Paul Strand’s focus on architecture, depiction of people, and 

relationship between film and photograph, and Bourke-White’s high vantage point and 

connection between female progress and skyscrapers, relate to ideas in Abbott’s 

Changing New York.  In many cases, Abbott was able to modify her practice to increase 

the legibility of her own photograph.  Her focus on the documentary style of her images 

and the inclusion of a geographically based caption made her photographs act as more of 

a transcription of the built environmental.  Abbott’s willingness to be a player within the 

cityscape, entering building and shooting from the viewpoint of a street citizen heightens 

the realness of her photographs.  This approach allows Changing New York to aid a 

viewer to visually and emotionally locate him or herself within a metropolis in 

transformation 
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CHAPTER 3 
CONCERNING ARCHITECTURAL FORCES 

 
In Changing New York Abbott on of the city’s structures and its vistas, canyons, 

city squares, buildings and bridges.104  Abbott believed that to capture the built 

environment adequately, a photographer must understand the structure’s history and 

construction to record the entire complex social scene.  She stated: 

If the photographer is not trained in history and architecture, he should at 
least have an intuition of the past, present and future.  His eyes should be 
antennae for the significant forms of life about him.  He should have, too, 
an understanding of the interplay of forces in the world today, how history 
affects his daily life and how it alters the face of his city.  He should have 
a warm love of his theme, approach it with passionate antiquarianism, a 
vast sympathy for the men who make cities and who live in them.  By 
emotional identification of himself with the destinies of his fellow city 
dwellers, he will be able to evoke the humor, the human tragedy of life 
that it comes through the apparently adamant shell of concrete.105   
 

Michael G. Sundell in the catalog introduction for the exhibition Berenice Abbott: 

Documentary Photographs of the 1930 states:  

Throughout her career, [Abbott] has consistently scorned photographers 
who allowed their idiosyncratic concerns to subvert the realist nature of 
their medium.  Yet a haphazard record of appearances, uninformed by the 
photographer’s selection or point of view, clearly is impossible, and any 
record that failed to elucidate the causes and implications of appearances 
could not do justice to her developing understanding of both the nature of 
reality and the function of art.  Ultimately, Abbott solved this problem in a 
way that came to seem inevitable to many artists and intellectuals of the 
time – by attempting to determine the objective historical forces at work in 
contemporary life and then to portray these forces through their 
manifestations in material forms.106 
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  Abbott believed that a photographer should comprehend the historical and 

architectural legacy of the building that he or she is photographing in order to capture its 

essence, its reality.   Abbott defined this reality as getting to the roots of the, “flux of 

activity of the metropolis, the interaction of human beings and solid architectural 

constructions, all impinging upon each other in time.”  The photographer must 

understand the past to photograph the present meaningfully.  This emphasis on historical 

legacy and the past’s interconnectedness with the future was also championed in the work 

of architectural and social critic Lewis Mumford and architecture historian Henry-Russell 

Hitchcock.  

 This chapter will examine how Abbott relies on the writings and theories of these 

two architectural figures to better understand the cityscape that she was chronicling.  I 

argue that Abbott employed this knowledge within her framing of the photographs 

included in Changing New York.  The incorporation of this knowledge made the 

individual photographs as well as the book as a whole more comprehensible and provided 

a historical legacy for the book to follow.  

Lewis Mumford, born in Flushing, Queens in 1895 was a writer, philosopher, city 

planner, and architecture critic among his many professions.  Mumford’s architectural 

criticism was influenced by the American ethics of the 19th century, which centered on 

humanism, self-reliance and self-transcendence, as expounded by writers such as 

Emerson and Whitman.107  One of Mumford’s most weighty musings was his criticality 

of the effects of technology.  Mumford believed that too heavy a reliance on technology 
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could create a disinterested machine of America, lacking the simplicity and individualism 

of the 19th century that he so extoled.  This “megamachine,” a term coined by Mumford 

to stand in for the American technological machine, would lack all human traits – 

material, intellectual and spiritual – and would reduce humans to a series of ciphers.   

To combat this potential fate, he warned that technology must be brought under 

rational control, and humanized.108  Mumford believed that city planning and good 

architecture would be weapons to tame the megamachine. In his eyes, the roots of a good 

built environment lay in the simplicity and rationality of older American architecture, an 

architecture that was not built by relying on machines.  He believed that the city, which 

had diminished in quality during the late 19th and early 20th century, could return to its 

potential by harkening back to the balanced architecture and planning employed in early 

American life.  Mumford fostered this idea (among others) in his weekly architectural 

criticism and urban commentary column titled “The Sky Line” in The New Yorker 

magazine (1931-1963).109  

Abbott’s attempt to raise funds to support her Changing New York project was 

concomitant with Mumford’s start at The New Yorker.110  Having failed to garner enough 

money, Abbott accepted other work, and in the fall of 1933 she began teaching the first 

photography course given by the New School for Social Research.  Founded in 1919 in 

Greenwich Village, the New School offered a progressive alternative to traditional 
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college education. Its arts faculty included Mumford.  It seems likely that Abbott had 

familiarity with Mumford’s work through his column or his teaching. 

While much of Changing New York depicts the built environment, Abbott was not 

thinking of the architecture as separate from the economics and the inhabitants of the 

city. In Abbott’s plan for Changing New York proposed in 1935 she went so far as to 

divide the city into three categories: “the city’s material structures, its economic means of 

livelihood, and the people who live and work there.”  Abbott’s goal was to explore how 

these forces work together throughout time.  This interconnectedness of the city’s forces 

falls in line with Mumford’s idea of social history.  According to art historian Peter Barr, 

“much of Abbott’s conception of ‘history’ corresponds to Mumford’s, [and] her interest 

in the city’s architecture, like Mumford’s extends beyond a fascination with mere surface 

ornament and architectural style, and involved instead issues derived from a larger social 

context, which she termed ‘documentary.’”111  

While Mumford did not explicitly divide societal forces into comprehensible 

categories like Abbott, his philosophy of social history was centered on the belief that a 

city must be examined holistically and with an understanding of how people and their 

environments affect each other through the course of time.  In Mumford’s Culture of 

Cities he poetically described the city: 

By the diversity of its time structures, the city in part escapes the tyranny 
of a single present, and the monotony of a future that consists in repeating 
only a single beat heard in the past.  Through its complex orchestration of 
time and space, no less than through the social division of labor, life in the 
city takes on the character of a symphony: specialized human aptitudes, 
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specialized instruments, give rise to sonorous results which, neither in 
volume nor in quality, could be achieved by any single piece.112 
 
Mumford’s conception of the city and Abbott’s idea of “documentary” can be 

seen in her photograph Bread Store (fig. 25), which presents two spectral figures standing 

guard over hand-crafted loaves of bread.  Reflected in the window before them appears 

an automobile and a foreboding sign advertising moving vans and storage services.  In 

this image Abbott suggests the fragile interrelationships between the city’s architecture, 

its supply of goods and services, and the people who live and work there.  The published 

caption of Bread Store reads, “Although food chemists believe that bread baked on its 

own bottom instead of in tins is the healthier food, one now finds only a few bakeshops 

such as A. Zito’s, where the old fashioned methods are still in use.”113  This caption 

directly addresses how old world ways are still being used in some parts of the city but 

how rare this adherence to tradition has become.  The inclusion of moving signs and the 

framing of the shopkeeper through an opaque window alludes to the disappearance of 

these methods.  

Mumford continues to explore the traits of the city in his seminal book Technics 

and Civilization, published in 1934, in which he examines how technology influenced the 

construction of cities.114  Mumford defines three main phases of modern history: 

eotechnic, palaeotechnic, and neotechnic.  The first phase is the eotechnic era, America’s 

Golden Age.  This time period corresponds in America to the decades preceding the Civil 

War.  During this phase, man harnessed cheap and sustainable resources to improve his 
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social environment through the building of cities, cultivation of landscapes, construction 

of buildings, creation of paintings and printing of books.  The next phase, the 

palaeotechnic era, followed on the heels of the Civil War, and represented for Mumford a 

precipitous decline in human civilization.  He saw in this period a sharp shift in interest 

from life values to fiscal values, a tendency to view humans in mechanical and economic 

terms.  This tendency spurred greater militarism, nationalism, monopoly, commercialism, 

and the concentration of populations in “terminal” cities and port towns such as New 

York.  Finally, Mumford described the neotechnic era as the start of a recovery from the 

muddle of the palaeotechnic era, first appearing after World War 1.  Although he 

admitted that the neotechnic era had not yet fully come to fruition – stunted by bankers, 

businessmen, politicians, and militarists who profited from palaeotechnic institutions and 

were continuing to influence construction in the neotechnic era – he argued that when it 

did, it would be characterized by a planned economy, collective thought, regional 

industries, and the synthesis of the mechanical and organic realms.115  

Mumford used these phases to bolster his argument that for cities to be 

inhabitable, they must return to their original organization, before the explosion of 

technology.  Expanding on Peter Barr’s argument from “Berenice Abbott’s Changing 

New York and Urban planning debates in the 1930’s,” I will examine how Abbott 

attempts to chronicle these three different eras in accord with Mumford’s categories.  In 

certain photographs that may be construed as extoling the eotechnic era and aspects of the 

neotechnic era, Abbott employed a straightforward documentary approach.  While 

presenting buildings of the palaeotechnic era and part of the neotechnic era Abbott used a 
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dynamic and disorienting photographic approach.   Abbott’s inclusion of all three eras 

falls in line with Mumford’s notion that cities must be examined holistically and with an 

understanding of how people and their environments affect each other throughout time. 

 Abbott’s photograph, Saint Luke’s Chapel and Old Houses (fig. 26), seems to 

laud the eotechnic era.  As noted in the caption, this church and the surrounding buildings 

were built in the 1820s.116  In the framing of the photograph, Abbott allows for the entire 

church to be in view, giving it prominence in the photograph.  The photo also includes 

two women with baby carriages.  This human presence, combined with the lambent light 

of the late afternoon sun, softens the church’s edifice, making the building and 

accompanying landscape appear malleable and luminous, imparting a pastoral quality.117  

This is heightened by the inclusion of space and air between the church and its landscape, 

a sense of “breathability,” different from the congestion of the newer architecture of New 

York City. This inclusion of people and straight camera angle produces an orderly 

composition.   

These qualities emphasize humanism, a characteristic of Mumford’s eotechnic 

era. According to art historian John Raeburn, in Abbott’s Saint Luke’s Chapel and Old 

House “the church’s great age, its simple modesty, and the sense it is an informal 

gathering spot all make it an evocation of the idea of culture.”  The presence of culture 

was an important aura in Mumford’s eotechnic era.118. In “The Forth Migration.” 

Mumford designates churches as important benchmarks within a city’s culture: 
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“Communities had achieved their maximum development; they had worked out a well-

rounded industrial and agricultural life, based upon the fullest use of their regional 

resources through the water-wheel, mill and farm and they had created that fine 

provincial culture, humbly represented in … churches,” 

Mumford’s second phase of history called the palaeotechnic era is suggested in 

Abbott’s photograph of the Old Post Office (fig. 27) built in 1869-1878 along Broadway 

in lower Manhattan, across from New York City Hall in City Hall Park.  This building, as 

explained by the caption, was plagued with architectural issues as a result of the twenty-

two years it took to build. After congress mandated the construction of a Post Office, an 

architectural competition was held and rather than choosing a winner, “the government 

took the best points of fifteen plans and scrambled them,” resulting in an unplanned and 

eclectic looking building. 119    

Abbott emphasizes the inconsistencies that come from mixing multiple 

architectural styles and plans through her composition.  The foundation of the building is 

not parallel with the bottom edge of the photograph, which makes the building appear off 

kilter, as if projecting into the viewer’s space.  This projection disrupts the viewer’s eye 

line and causes confusion and disorientation. Also, the heightened lighting of the building 

makes its cornices and ornamentation appear deep set and bulging, and the undulations of 

the building seem unharmonious and confusing.   

Abbott’s presentation of The Old Post Office highlights Mumford’s lamentation 

about the palaeotechnic era.  Upon construction the building was met with vehement 

dislike, described as an “architectural eyesore” by the New York Times in 1912.  It was 
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viewed as a federal building encroaching on the public park space that city hall park was 

meant to offer.120  This building represented the perils of nationalism as proposed by 

Mumford.  By underscoring the eclectic and inconsistent nature of the building, Abbott 

highlights the ill effects that occur when nationalism plays a role in the architecture of a 

building. As opposed to Saint Luke’s Chapel and Old Houses, there is no space for the 

building to breath, making the post office appear as if it is caving in on the viewer.  

Abbott’s photograph presents the harsh reality of an encounter with an irrational building.   

Moving to the neotechnic age, Abbott used different photographic approaches to 

highlight the perils and strengths of the buildings constructed in the neotechnic era.  In 

examining DePeyster Statue, Bowling Green, looking north to Broadway, Manhattan 

(fig. 28), Abbott employs a dynamic camera angle to frame a summary of the city’s 

architectural history.121   Returning to Barr, 

In this image, George Edwin Bussell’s late-nineteenth-century sculpture of 
the seventeenth-century mayor of the Dutch colony appears before an 
unlikely skyscraper context.  Abbott’s camera angle renders him 
appropriately; firmly grounded and undistorted.  Similarly, the skyscraper 
appearing at the center of the composition, which steps back as it ascends 
to provide light and air to the street below, seems equally solid and stable, 
rising majestically from the canyon of Broadway to meet the brilliant, late-
afternoon sun.  But the massive turn-of-the-century towers that extend to 
the left and right edges of the photograph seem to lean in upon the street in 
a claustrophobic manner.122  
 

Similar to how the paleotechnic Old Post Office seems to cave in on the viewer, the 

skyscrapers in the perimeter of DePeyster Statue, Bowling Green, looking north to 

Broadway, Manhattan appear to be off-kilter, suggesting that they could topple onto the 
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122 Peter Barr, “Berenice Abbott’s Changing New York and Urban Planning Debates in 
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viewer at any moment.  By using a dynamic camera angle Abbott contrasts the beautiful, 

majestic, balanced and gracefulness of the pre-civil war mayor sculpture and the centered 

set-back tower (39 Broadway) built in 1928 with the “ugly, inhuman, illogical, 

ridiculous” towers that create the perimeter of the frame built in the Cunard building (25 

Broadway) on the west built in 1921 and the Standard Oil Building at 26 Broadway built 

in 1921-1928 on the east characterized by Abbott as “pathological growths.”123  

Abbott does record some of the positive effects of buildings made in the 

neotechnic era of history as seen in her photograph Provincetown Playhouse (fig. 29), 

constructed in 1828-29 and remodeled in 1920.  In this photograph, similar to her 

photograph of St. Luke’s Church, Abbott includes individuals in front of the building.  

Unlike her photograph of Wall Street, Provincetown Playhouse promotes a sense of 

human scale.  This building, identified as a playhouse in the caption, represents a cultural 

addition to the built environment. The raking light brings the theater’s façade into high 

relief, monumentalizing the modest structure and highlighting its importance as a cultural 

center. 124  The straightforward composition and the inclusion of people relates to 

Mumford’s theory that the modern era had the potential to be good as long as it 

sufficiently evoked simpler times.   

While Mumford’s phases of history may seem too simplistic as we examine them 

currently, his desire for modernity to harken back to humble, uncomplicated pre-civil war 

times is clear.  Changing New York effectively chronicles and promotes this desire as 

Abbott used a simple, straightforward documentary approach to depict the eotechnic and 

parts of the neotechnic era and a dynamic style to highlight the absurdities of the 
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palaeotechnic and aspects of the neotechnic era.  Within all these photographs Abbott 

depicts multiple temporalities of society, congruous to Mumford’s interest in capturing a 

holistic history of a cityscape. Through this reading, Changing New York can be looked at 

as a city guide, promoting the goodness of America’s past, and a warning for what the 

future might hold.   

Another voice engaged in shaping Abbott’s knowledge and history regarding the 

legacy of architecture was Henry-Russell Hitchcock.  Hitchcock was born in Boston in 

1903 and worked as a professor and architectural historian.  Hitchcock was a prolific 

writer profiling American vernacular architecture from the American Revolution through 

the beginnings of the 20th century.  These studies, such as American Architectural books: 

A list of books, portfolios, and pamphlets on architecture and related subject published in 

America before 1895, show Hitchcock’s devotion and deep interest in the materiality of 

buildings.125  One of Hitchcock’s major contributions to the field was his identification 

and promotion of a distinct American modernist architectural style.  This architecture’s 

aesthetic went beyond functionality and was based on a usable past.126  

Abbott was first introduced to Hitchcock in the early 1930’s when he worked as a 

freelance curator at the Museum of Modern Art.  Their professional relationship 

developed as Hitchcock employed Abbott to be his photographer for the exhibitions The 

Architecture of H.H. Richardson, 1862-1886 (1936) and The Urban Vernacular of the 

Thirties, Forties and Fifties: American Cities Before the Civil War (1936).  Working 

beside Hitchcock, Abbott sharpened her eye for early American architecture and 
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practiced the stylistic restraint – direct, selfless, and functional – that was required for this 

particular project.127 Writing in 1939, Hitchcock acknowledged his debt to Abbott stating, 

“the photographer may well be so important a collaborator that, when the original 

initiator must…recognize that the quality of the achievement is ultimately wholly due to 

the photographs.” 128  

Abbott’s reliance on Hitchcock’s theories operates in Changing New York, 

through her efforts to record New York’s “changing.”  Hitchcock’s ideas about an 

American architectural legacy led Abbott to detect influences and similarities within 

buildings that may not have at first appeared explicit.  By her photographic framing and 

documentary style Abbott could underscore these similarities, in turn capturing and 

preserving a more navigable built environment.   

Hitchcock’s work while in collaboration with the Museum of Modern Art helped 

introduce architectural modernism to the United States as a “style rather than as a 

technical, functional or sociological way of building.”129  His scholarship reflected the 

conviction that architecture works in a linear trajectory benchmarked by a succession of 

major and minor masters who directly influence one another.  Within this trajectory, 

Hitchcock also believed in architecture’s ability to both move forward while it relied on 

the past.130  Hitchcock argued that the individual shaped architecture more than broad 

social forces, and he focused on aesthetic and formal aspects of buildings rather than on 
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their political, economic and social context.  In this regard, Hitchcock diverged from the 

views of Lewis Mumford.131 

In 1932 Hitchcock, along with architect Phillip Johnson, explored a new type of 

architecture punctuating the skyline of New York City.  Together, they labeled this new 

type as the “International Style” (a term they coined) in an exhibition held at the Museum 

of Modern Art.  This exhibition was presented in conjunction with an exhibition 

organized by Holger Cahill titled American  Art: The Art of the Common Man in 

America, a landmark exhibition that elevated the place of Folk Art in American 

culture.132  The international style was defined by three distinct traits: “emphasis on 

volume – space enclosed by thin planes or surfaces as opposed to the suggestion of mass 

and solidity; regularity as opposed to symmetry or other kinds of obvious balance; and 

lastly, dependence upon intrinsic elegance of materials, technical perfection, and fine 

proportions, as opposed to applied ornament.”133   

Hitchcock and Johnson did not present the “International Style” as a distinctly 

American movement but rather a new architectural style that was being explored 

throughout the world with distinct roots based in the utility of the Bauhaus and the 

minimalism of De Stijl.  The movement began due to dissatisfaction with the emphasis 
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on decorative features of buildings that added nothing to their efficacy.134  This, along 

with new building materials such as iron, steel, reinforced concrete, and glass, allowed 

for a distinctly new type of architectural style to be labeled.   

Through Hitchcock’s disavowal of social forces in architecture, he was able to 

promote this new “International Style” and link it to styles of the past.  Within this 

exhibition Hitchcock examined and pulled together visual artifacts from 1830-1930 and 

constructed a style within architectural history where none had been previously 

recognized.135  Through this, Hitchcock was able to validate earlier American vernacular 

architecture, heightening its placement in architectural history.  

The new “International Style” was a type of architecture that followed a time line, 

effectively reconciling old and new, an intersection explored by Abbott in Changing New 

York.  In the “International Style” exhibition and catalog Hitchcock argued that the 

McGraw Hill Building in New York City, designed by Hood & Fouilhoux in 1931, 

exemplifies this style.  The caption in the catalog reads: 

The lightness, simplicity, and lack of applied verticalism mark this 
skyscraper as an advance over other New York skyscrapers and bring it 
within the limits of the international style.  The spandrels are sheathed 
with blue-green tiles.  The metal covering of the supports is painted dark 
green.  The setbacks are handled more frankly than in other skyscrapers, 
though still reminiscent of the pyramidal shape of traditional towers.  The 
regularity approaches monotony except for these setbacks, which are 
determined by legal requirements rather than by considerations of design.  
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The heavy ornamental crown is an illogical and unhappy break in the 
general style of regularity and weighs down the whole design.136  
 
Abbott included a photograph of the McGraw Hill Building (fig. 30) in Changing 

New York. The caption read, “The glazed blue-green terra-cotta, steel and glass of the 

McGraw-Hill building present a clear example of the functional type of architectural 

design.  If architecture is ‘the business of manufacturing shelter’ then argued Raymond 

Hood the building must efficiently house the huge scientific publishing business.  

Maximum utilization of light and air was required, hence the generous use of glass.”137  

Abbott’s image emphasized the functionality and simplicity of lines in the buildings.  The 

lower vantage point of the photo subordinates focus on the crown (an element disliked by 

Hitchcock), and accentuates the horizontality and proportional and modular rationality of 

the skyscraper. The lack of surrounding buildings also works to promote horizontality.  

This framing underlines the expert placement of the mandated setbacks as ultimately 

enhancing the coherence of the building.   

In concentrating on its clear definition against the sky, lucidity of its setbacks, and 

balancing of the horizontal against the vertical, Abbott encourages an experiencing of the 

building that tempers its massiveness.  This approach is echoed in her representations of 

earlier vernacular architecture, especially from the outer boroughs. In Abbott’s photo, 

Children’s Aid Society Summer Home (fig. 31) the diagonals throughout the composition 

and the lack of adjacent buildings enforces the building’s horizontality.  This parallel in 

emphasis of the two photographs encourages a conversation between the edifices, 

especially when considering only a few pages separate the two photos.  This also falls in 
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line with Hitchcock’s idea of the legacy of architecture, linking this American vernacular 

architecture with the new “International Style.”  

In the summer of 1934, Abbott spent six weeks with Hitchcock, taking 

photographs for two of his projects: the first was an exhibition titled The Architecture of 

H.H. Richardson, 1862-1886 (a favorite architect of Hitchcock’s) to be held at the 

Museum of Modern Art in 1936.  In this monographic study, Hitchcock promoted the 

idea of a legacy within architecture that helped to place H.H. Richardson within the 

modernist trajectory.138  Hitchcock viewed Richardson as a protomodernist employing a 

style unencumbered by the false pretensions of Victorian academic architects.  To 

Hitchcock, Richardson’s simple buildings represented a distinctly urban vernacular, 

which created a usable past in American architecture, a past that was referenced in the 

“new” modernism.139  

Abbott and Hitchcock also collaborated for the exhibition The Urban Vernacular 

if the Thirties, Forties and Fifties: American Cities Before the Civil War, presented at 

Wesleyan University (where Hitchcock taught), traveling to Yale, Smith, Phillips 

Academy, and Andover in 1934-35 and to the College of William and Mary in 1938.  

This exhibition proved an especially rewarding collaboration.140  The goal of the show 

was to find the root of American architectural modernism in 19th century architecture, 

specifically in buildings erected before the Civil War. This link, specifically in American 
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architecture, would promote a reading of modernism as timeless, a basic response to 

eternal human needs.  The exhibition, in connecting modernism and vernacular 

architecture, bolstered both types as exemplary of an inherently American “simplicity, 

dedication, originality, and authenticity.”141 

Abbott’s photographs, as well as the accompanying text written by Hitchcock, 

demonstrate dedication to a “realistic approach” in terms of style, but Abbott also used 

framing and composition to make her photographs fall more in line with the goal of the 

exhibition.  For example, in Granite Houses, 70-73 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 

(fig. 32) (included in the exhibition), Abbott positioned her camera behind , blocking one 

of the houses in the row (built circa 1835-40) that had a later fourth-floor addition.142 

This would have opposed Hitchcock’s idea about pre civil-war architecture, where 

buildings went no higher than three stories. This revisionism is similar to Le Corbusier 

altering photographs of grain elevators by eliminating their pitched roofs from the frame, 

thereby making the structure look more geometrically pure.  

We might assume that Abbott also used this practice in Changing New York.   For 

Willow Street, Brooklyn (fig. 33) (excluded from the final photo book), Abbott explained 

how she edited out one “dull house” by covering it with a decorated rail.143 Again Abbott 

exerts her vision by editing out structures that conflict with her message.  The other 

houses included in Willow Street, Brooklyn are quaint and full of the 19th century 

character lauded by Hitchcock: rational, simple, and unornamented (like the International 
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Style). This emphasis on architectural consistency works to make the built environment 

seem more intelligible and relates to Hitchcock’s theories about how the international 

style is based on a rational American vernacular architecture.     

Hitchcock’s historical studies were closely colored by his modernist aesthetics as 

exemplified in the exhibition The Urban Vernacular of the Thirties, Forties and Fifties: 

American Cities Before the Civil War.  This show reinforces the historical linearity of 

American architecture that Hitchcock posits. As the catalogue argues, the simple 

buildings of America’s oldest cities (of the antebellum period) represented “a truly 

American urban vernacular” and provided a “usable past” for the modern architect.144     

This usable past was chronicled in Abbott’s Changing New York.  Abbott’s 

photographs stress the dialogue between old and new New York, helping to delineate the 

trajectory of American architecture.  This is exemplified in Abbott’s photograph Glass-

brick and Brownstone Fronts (fig. 34) captioned “One Charles Cheeseborough built two 

brownstones in about 1860 of almost identical form; and in 1934, William Lescaze 

remodeled No. 211 to produce the first glass-brick front for residential purposes in New 

York City.  The neighborhood is now extending the fashion, both on East 48th Street and 

on East 49th.“145  This new residential building employs the traits as laid out by Hitchcock 

for the International Style, with its white stucco, glass brick, horizontal windows, and 

rooftop garden.146  There is also a new stainless steel railing (a trademark of the 

international style), streamlining the whole house.  Abbott juxtaposes these two buildings 
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to emphasize their differences and similarities, personifying Hitchcock’s wedding of the 

vernacular and the modern.147  This pairing of buildings epitomizes the generational 

layers of a changing but also historically informed New York.  

By referencing the ideas of Mumford and Hitchcock in Changing New York, 

Abbott presented a decipherable cityscape.  Mumford’s architectural theories were based 

on organic principles guided by ecological and cultural concerns whereas Hitchcock 

favored the machine metaphor, its criteria formal, style-oriented, and symbolic.  

Mumford believed that Hitchcock had overlooked modernism’s complexity and social 

purpose.148  Regarding Mumford, Abbott’s documentary approach is congruous to his 

conception of social history as seen in Abbott’s inclusion of diverse subjects and interest 

in exploring multiple temporalities of city forces in one image.  Abbott continues to use 

this documentary approach in her chronicles of Mumford’s three historical eras, 

contrasting straightforward and dynamic framing to alter the legibility of buildings in 

accord with Mumford’s architectural opinions.  Through this, Abbott captured the reality 

of the city, its dichotomies and clashes, creating a comprehensive narrative.  

Abbott’s professional relationship with Hitchcock exposed her to his ideas about 

America’s architectural legacy, how it progresses and builds upon itself.  Abbott 

highlighted similarities in the cityscape across time, making this new modernist style 

more acceptable and traditional by likening it to the early American vernacular 

architecture. Abbott’s exposure to the architectural theories of both Mumford and 
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Hitchcock helped her convey a narrative of a city (and its architecture) in flux, which 

infused her images, individually and collectively, with clarity and accessibility. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

The capturing of the vanishing instant cannot be hurried.  The world must 
be done deliberately, in order that the artist actually will set down in the 
sensitive and delicate photographic emulsion the soul of the city.  Haste is 
always damaging to the creative process; and particularly in 
photographing a great city…Here sufficient time must be taken to produce 
an expressive result in which moving details must coincide with balance 
of design and significance of subject.149   

 
Berenice Abbott’s Changing New York produced an effective reproduction of New 

York City, relating old and new.  Abbott’s straight documentary approach was able to 

capture the reality of the city and presented that reality in a legible manner.  This thesis 

attempts to demonstrate how Abbott’s technique and tendencies worked to engender an 

understanding of the built environment which allowed the viewer to situate him or herself 

in the cityscape perhaps provoking an emotional response.   

By contextualizing Abbott’s work in relation to the photography of her 

contemporaries such as Alfred Stieglitz, Paul Strand, and Margaret Bourke-White (artists 

she has often been considered at odds with), we can better understand Abbott’s 

photographic tendencies and techniques and how they worked to represent the city.150  

Additionally through evaluating Abbott’s position as a female photographer, especially 

the discourse between her work and fellow New York City chronicler Margaret Bourke-

White, we can decipher Abbott’s photographic affinities that worked to make the city 

graspable.   Presenting the city’s reality in a comprehensible manner creates an after-

image of the city that stimulates an emotional connection between place and person.  
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Considering how Abbott’s photographs work in accord with the architectural 

theories of Lewis Mumford and Henry-Russell Hitchcock presents an additional layer 

through which to explain Abbott’s focus on legibility to effectively project the realities of 

the city.  Changing New York showcases photographs of buildings in all three eras 

(eotechnic, palaeotechnic, and neotechnic) outlined in Mumford’s seminal book Technics 

and Civilization (1934).  These photographs are framed in concurrence with Mumford’s 

opinion regarding the architectural soundness of each era. Henry-Russell Hitchcock, and 

his theories on the “International Style” and its indisputable reliance on the usable past of 

American vernacular architecture, also affects Abbott’s photographic technique.  

Referencing these theories presented a city that is built from within itself, progressing in 

a mappable fashion.    Employing the theses of Mumford and Hitchcock within the 

framing and thought behind her photographs allowed Abbott to present a more readable 

city, of the moment while simultaneously transcending time.  

Infatuation with depicting the changing city did not stop at Abbott.  Photographer 

Douglas Levere revisited the sites in Abbott’s Changing New York from 1997 to 2003.  

Using an identical 8 x 10 century universal camera, Levere re-photographed these places, 

captured how the city had changed in the sixty years since Abbott had begun her project.  

This idea of rephotography calls on Abbott’s belief that a city can never be represented in 

one image.  Levere states, “A single photograph gives the illusion that time stops.  

Rephotography lifts that illusion.  In this tangling of the old and the new, the different 

and the same, lies the truth that Berenice Abbott understood well.  All is flux; change is 

the only permanence.”151  
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In considering the varied approaches Abbott employed during this five-year long 

journey to document the city, Abbott’s “fantastic passion” for New York City is apparent.  

Abbott’s keen eye and commitment to her subject allowed her to present the reality of the 

city that she found beautiful, even in what was arguably ugly. Abbott was able to 

preserve this changing New York in a manner that transcends time, a guide just as 

relevant today as it was in 1939.  
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APPENDIX 
FIGURES 

 

 
Figure 1. Berenice Abbott, Atget, 1927. Photograph, Ulrich Museum of Art, Wichita, 

Kansas.  
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Figure 2. Berenice Abbott, Minetta Street, Nos. 2, 3, 4, 1935. Photograph, Museum of the 

City of New York.  
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Figure 3. Berenice Abbott, Fourth Avenue, No. 154, 1936. Photograph, Museum of the 

City of New York. 
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Figure 4. Berenice Abbott, “El” Station Interior, 1936. Photograph, Museum of the City 

of New York. 
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Figure 5. Atget, Paris., Ca. 1870. Photograph, Museum of Modern Art, New York.  
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Figure 6. Lewis Hine, “Street Scene, New York City,” ca. 1910, ca. 1910. Photograph, 

Museum of the City of New York.  
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Figure 7. Alfred Stieglitz, Old and New New York, 1910. photogravure on Japanese tissue 

mounted on paperboard, Metropolitan Museum of Art.  
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Figure 8. Berenice Abbott, Fortieth Street between Sixth and Seventh Avenues, 1936. 

Photograph, Museum of the City of New York. 
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Figure 9. Alfred Stieglitz, Evening from the Shelton, 1931. Gelatin Silver Print, 

Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
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Figure 10. Alfred Stieglitz, New York from the Shelton, 1935. Photograph, Metropolitan 

Museum of Art.  
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Figure 11. Berenice Abbott, Wall Street, Showing East River, 1938. Photograph, Museum 

of the City of New York. 
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Figure 12. Berenice Abbott, Hester Street, Between Orchard and Allen Streets, 1937. 

Photograph, Museum of the City of New York. 
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Figure 13. Paul Strand and Charles Sheeler, Manhatta, 1920. Film, Museum of Modern 

Art, New York.  
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Figure 14. Berenice Abbott, Seventh Avenue, Looking North from 35th Street, 1935. 

Photograph, Museum of the City of New York. 
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Figure 15. Paul Strand and Charles Sheeler, Manhatta,1920. Film, Museum of Modern 

Art, New York. 
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Figure 16. Paul Strand and Charles Sheeler, Manhatta, 1920. 1920. Film, Museum of 

Modern Art, New York. 
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Figure 17. Paul Strand and Charles Sheeler, Manhatta, 1920. 1920. Film, Museum of 

Modern Art, New York. 
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Figure 18. Berenice Abbott, Herald Square, 1936. Photograph, Museum of the City of 

New York. 
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Figure 19. Berenice Abbott, Gunsmith and Police Department, 1937, Photograph, 

Museum of the City of New York. 
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Figure 20. Margaret Bourke-White, Untitled (Empire State Building), 1931, Photograph.  
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Figure 21. Berenice Abbott, City Arabesque, 1938. Photograph, Museum of the City of 
New York. 
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Figure 22. Berenice Abbott, Rockefeller Center: From 444 Madison Avenue, 1937. 

Photograph, Museum of the City of New York. 
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Figure 23. Berenice Abbott, McGraw-Hill Building, 1936. Photograph, Museum of the 

City of New York. 
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Figure 24. Oscar Graubner, Margaret Bourke-White on Chrysler Building Gargoyle, n.d., 

gelatin silver print, Library of Congress.  
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Figure 25. Berenice Abbott, Bread Store, 1937. Photograph, Museum of the City of New 

York. 
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Figure 26. Berenice Abbott, Saint Luke’s Chapel and Old Houses, 1936. Photograph, 

Museum of the City of New York. 
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Figure 27. Berenice Abbott, Old Post Office, 1938. Photograph, Museum of the City of 

New York. 
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Figure 28. Berenice Abbott, DePeyster Statue, Bowling Green, looking north to 
Broadway, Manhattan, 1936. Photograph, Museum of the City of New York. 
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Figure 29. Berenice Abbott, Provincetown Playhouse, 1936. Photograph, Museum of the 

City of New York. 
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Figure 30. Berenice Abbott, McGraw Hill Building, 1936. Photograph, Museum of the 

City of New York. 
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Figure 31. Berenice Abbott, Children’s Aid Society Summer home, 1936. Photograph, 

Museum of the City of New York. 
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Figure 32. Berenice Abbott Granite Houses, 70-73 Beacon Street, Boston, 

Massachusetts, (built circa 1835-40), Photograph, 1934. 
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Figure 33. Berenice Abbott, Willow Street, Brooklyn, n.d., Photograph, Indianapolis 

Museum of Art.  
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Figure 34. Berenice Abbott, Glass-brick and Brownstone Fronts, 1938. Photograph, 

Museum of the City of New York. 
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